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ABSTRACT

A study into the factors that effect power in an
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) design were examined.

Four

factors - sample size, significance level, dependent

variable-covariate correlations and homogeneity of
regression. - were varied in a population study.

Results

inc^icate that power increased when the dependent variablecovariate correlations increased and when sample size

increased.

Power also increased when a less stringent

alpha level was used.
effect power.

Homogeneity of regression did not

Implications and recommendations for the

applied researcher are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The general purpose of this research was to explore
statistical ppwer in the Goht

(ANCOVA).

of analysis of covariance

Using sample data, a researcher attempts to

design an experiment that is sensitive enough to detect
differences that might be present in the population being
measured.

Different designs and statistical analyses will

have varying effects on power.

Since power is the ability

to detect a difference among treatment effects if such

differences exist, it is defined as 1-p, where p is the
probability of making a type II error.

Type II error is

retaining a false null hypothesis or missing an effect that
was present.

We can create sensitivity or powerful

analyses by using large sample sizes, by choosing treatment
conditions that are expected to produce sizable effects
(e.g. using no drug versus using a high dose of the same

drug), utilizing a dess stringent significance level (p
<.05 versus p <.01)and by reducing the uncontrolled

variability within the study (e.g. using a covariate within
the statistical design) (Keppel, 19-91).

The power of an experiment is determined by the
interaction of three factors - significance level a, the

magnitude of the treatment effects, and sample size, n

(Keppelv 1991'). V - Kraemer's: st-udy (as^
stated that; the ,folldw^l^

in Keppel,. 1991)

factors influence.'power: 1).;

increasingly; larger haraple .sizes are tee^d^

to increase

power by a fixed amount; . 2): .relatively small expected . ■

effect sizes.lead to reduced power, and 3) adopting a. 1

stringent, sisnificance .level leads to increased, power

; For

eixample, what if a researcher wants to increase the, power

of her experiment from

so)to .,8.0:?' - According to the first

factor/ - the researchef would: pOt.entialiy need to obtain a.' . :
greater number of participants for the experiment in order
to increase the power by that ■ interval.

However, as seen

in the above stated rules, just increasing sample size
alone may not be the complete answer nor the best one.

The

researcher could also try obtaining a greater effect size

by increasing the intensity of the treatment condition

and/or by reducing the error within the design.

Another

option available is the researcher could select a less

;

stringent criteria level, such as deciding to set her
significance level to p <.05 instead of p <.01.
Within the context of the experiment as a whole, power

is related to two considerations: the overall design of an
experiment (whether to use a completely randomized between

subjects design versus a completely within-subjects design)
and the statistics used to analyze the data.

Because

consideration of the overall design is beyond the scope of
this experiment, only .the model of, analysis of covariance

(ANCOVA) will be examined.

For simplification both in

discussion and computations, only equal n will be
considered.

Yet, before addressing ANCOVA, the basic

analysis of variance (ANOVA) model must be explicated.
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

ANOVA is a statistical method that measures the ratio
between the treatment variance and the error variance.

Stated another way, it is the ratio of the between-group
variance within the experiment to the within-group
variance.

^

ANOVA has-its basis in the General Linear Model which

demonstrates that within a single-fact.dr. experimental
design, there exists three elements. , These, elements are

best illustrated in the following equation.: .
Yij = jUT + tti + Sij

Equation 1

where Yij = one .observation in any of the treatment groups
= the grand mean of the treatment populations
tti = is the treatment effect for a condition, and

■ ^Eij

. the experimental errorv; 

. : The linear mgdel cpneisely, expresses' all . the ,

. influencing Ihe :results,of any giyen condition - within the.: - ^
experimental manipulatid'h :(

1991).

ANOA/A has hhree

basic: assumptions that. ene.intrinsic to its function.

The

first is the .assumption of homogeneity .of variance,: which
states that the variance within the groups being tested is

approximately equal across the groups in the design
(Keppel, 1991).
normality.

The second assumption is that of

Normality states that the individual treatment

populations are normally distributed (Keppel, 1991).

The

final -assumption, for the-.ANOVA design .is. the independence
of errors. : This a.sSumption states thdt;any given score has
no influence on any other scores either within-the

treatment, group or;a.crdsS;; the groups of treatment.

;

; T$^^

within ANOVA that needs

to be addressed -- the relationship found within the F

ratio itself.

ratio is;-.CO

From statistical theory we know that the F

ratio of treatment variance to

error variance, symbolically stated as:

CTa. + CTs/a

;;;

= an.;estimate:of variance:"b

tfeatmetit\ ^

r-s-ffect ■ i,'

S:cis/A =Van estimate^ of" tiie Verror ; variance

It is important to note that Equation 2 contains

: estimates: of;, population values. ; Since::the population l :. r

values- are not vayailable for ,research/ Vtbe :'f rahio can be:;;
examined through- expected , valuesiV - The expected "values f

MSs/a/ :E(KSs/a) a knQwnV:as^^^^

mean s.guare,: is;,/

obtained through repeated random samplings that would
produce a sampling .distribution with a mean variance found

in the population (Keppel, 1991).

When stated ,

^

symbolically, the relationship becomes:
O' error

ECJtl3.tipn 3

with E(MSs/a)- the expected value for MSs/a and
■

error: ='; the ,population error variance.„

, ' The expected value of MSa, E(MSa), represents a
combination of both the treatment component and error
variance and is symbolized as follows:

E(MSa) =

error + u i(tti)^
/'V ;v . , ,u-l,v-: V- ■

■ , Equation 4

,,0 - - vlth a error =, the population error Variance ^

;^ ^ numjDer.of-equal'.observations^ ihieaPh =ce
:: Gohtfibuting-

of each

i:. ;,treatmentVmean v:'i v

"

, • S(tti)^ = the sum of the treatment effects and

the number of.'levels : of the independent, ■

, a-1

- variable minus 1,fpr oorrection..

:U

When the two;components are corribined into theif: rati6> it
becomes;the following:
I f —;

■■

. -. V

CT error "H- n .1((Xj) /a 1 \
„2- -.
:la'

,E(MSs/a)

error'

By, examining the ratio^: -the utility, of' the

becpmes apparent.. 'By dividing the- treatmentIb^^ the error/;

it isyexpected that; the effect seen is that ofuthe/true /
treatment effect.

With closer examinatiou of the ratiol

the statistical,,;.power of ,the ;model; can be. identified.. ;.:W

. -that the error term is present in both the humerator and
the denominator of the ratio.

One source of statistical

power for the model originates from the Size:of the, error:: "

term in the denominator.
ratio will be larger.

If the error term is small, the F

With this larger ratio, there is

6 '

greater opportunity that the design will detect a treatment

effect , on the dependent variahlev:",

can lead to.

greater power.

■ An, example of how..expected valhhs^^^^^

used by the ■

applied researcher is as follows: suppose a researcher was
interested in the effects of sleep deprivation on math
performance.; The researcher hypothesized that the more

sleep deprived an individual was, the poorer that
individual's math performance on a timed math test would

be.;

The researcher divides the participants, a sample of

the population she is interested in, into three levels of
sleep deprivation, administers the three levels of

treatment, and then the participant's math performance is

tested using a timed math test.

Once the data is gathered,

the researcher performs an ANOVA, which utilizes the

expected values, to see if there are significant
differences between treatm.ent conditions.

ANOVA would

yield a ratio of expected values that would be compared

with its corresponding critical ratio.. At this point, the
null hypothesis (that the amount of sleep deprivation has
no effect on an individual's math performance) would either

be retained or rejected based upon a sample of the 
population and the expected values,

^ ^ .

Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA)

The second statistical model that will be considered

is analysis of covariance {MiCOVA)',:; P^COVA "is an
extension of analysis of variance in which main effacts and
interactions of IVs are assessed after DV scores are
adjusted for differences associated with one or more

covariates" (tabachnick & Fidell, 1996, p, 321)..
Like ANOVA, analysis.of Cbvariance has the General

Linear Model as its basis but with.one extra factor

the

addition of a covariate. Thus, the symbolic representation
of this revised linear model would be as follows:
Yij = [Xt + Ui + Sij-Soov

Equation 6

where Yij = one,observation in. any of the treatment
groups

At = the grand mean of the treatment populations,
tti = the treatment effect for a condition, .
Sij - the experimental errbr, and
Scov .= - error remoyed by the correlafion between

. : the dependent variable and the covariate.

ANCOVA has five (5) assumptions that are implicit to
its designV

The first three are identical.to. the ANOVA

design (homogeneity of variance, normality, and

independence of errors).

The last two (2) are homogeneity

of regression and the assumption of linear regression
(Keppel, 1991).

Homogeneity of regression states that the

within-group regression .coefficient (the average of the
regression coefficients of the treatment groups) is equal.
The assumption of.linear regression states the "the
deviations from regression-that is, the residual scores-are

normally and independently distributed in the population,

with means of zero and homogeneous variances"(p• 316).
This assumption states that the true regression is linear
and that a violation of this assumption would suggest that
the adjustment made is not as beneficial as the same

adjustment made with a true linear regression.

The new statement of this model is that for any given
observation of the dependent variable .Yij,. there are four
factors affecting that observation.

The first one is the

grand mean of treatment populations, represented as //tAdded to this grand mean is the treatment effect,

represented as ai.

The first error term, sij, is the

unaccountable error withinthe measurement of the

observation.

The. last term, Scov, represents that error that

is being removed from the equation due to the relationship
between the dependent variable and the covariate.

This^ ^ '

last term within the linear model is the key difference
between ANOVA and ANCOVA.

Recall that the linear model for

■.

analysis of variance is:

Yij = jjL-: + ai + Cij

Equation 1

; Note that with ANOVA, there is no specification as to
how to further reduce the error.

This effect that'error

has on ANOVA can be further demonstrated when the ratio of /

expected values is examined.

Recall again, the F ratio for

ANOVA in terms of expected values is:
E(MSa)

E(MSs/a)

—

Q error + n S(ttr)^/a-1

,V

or^ error

As can be seen within the ratio, error is present in both
; the numerator and the denominator.:

Logic and ' mathematics

dictates that the smaller the denominator in any fraction,
the larger the number once that fraction is converted into,,

decimals.

The same logic applies to Equation 5 in that the

smaller the error term, (the denominator) the larger the F
ratio, the greater the power.
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(t 'l.:'

The ANCOVA model, in contrast, attempts to reduce the

error;t^^

the observations of the dependent

variable afher the,effect of a covariate has been removed.

This bvera'i

would be symbolically represented

as

~

erron ;'+V n ;(S(ai) /a-1)-(a'y)^

E.(MSs/a)v . ■ ; ^ ;

Equation 6

O? evrar- Xo'

where a'y = CyV l-r^ , the within^population of the
adjusted Y'.

■ adding a'y to the egUatipn, /a ; stat

has

been made to the error variance such that it has been

reduced.

Reducing the error variance allows for more of

the treatment effect to be observed without that effect

being clouded by error.

According to Maxwell, Delaney and

Dill (1984), this reduction of error (by the use of a
covariate) leads to a more precise estimate of the

treatment effect and increased statistical power.

Thus,

the ANCOVA design is often more powerful because of its

increased sensitivity in detecting a statistically
significant difference.

Although power is increased by using ANCOVA instead of
ANOVA, at least two important questions remain unanswered:

11

1) how large should the correlation.between the dependent
variable - covariate be in. order to maximize power? and 2)

what is the effect of violation of the homogeneity of
regression assumption on power?
Difference between ANOVA and ANCOVA

Before addressing these questions, a detailed
comparison of

ANCbVA. is warranted.

There are

some considerations' that have to be made when using ANGOVA.
In contrast to ANOVA (which, requires that there be an

,

independent variable and a dependent variable), the
researcher using an. ANCOVA design relies on the addition of
a covariate to increase detection of a true difference.;
Recall that the formula for the correlation within ANGOVA
IS

r =

cov(DVScCOv)

Equation 7

V(var pv)(var cov)
This formula, when transformed into population parameters,
becomes p within the following expected values formula:

E(MSa)
E(MSs/a)

,=

^ error Vl-p + n (2(ai)^/a-l

Equation 8

^ error Vi-p

where p = population correlation coefficient

12

It is in Equation 9 that the conceptual key difference

between ANOVA and ANCOVA can be seen.

Because p is defined

as the population correlation coefficient, when p = 0, the
expected values equation yields an ANOVA design, because

there was no correction made to the error term.

increases from : 0, the .ANCOVA.:design emerges.

As p

Notice that

as p increases, the correction made to the error term

increases.

If p = 1, there is no error because Vl-p

=

yjl-1 = 0, implying that all the error has been accounted for
with the correlation relationship

Further, if the error

term is adjusted by the correlation, it becomes smaller and

this smaller error gives an increase in power.

Cohen

(1988) stated the relationship more clearly: I "the ANCOVA
design yields greater power,,in general, than ANOVA because
the within-population a of the adjusted Y' variable will be

smaller than a of the unadjusted Y variable". (p.380).
; To put these differences between ANOVA and ANCOVA into

perspective, recall the example in which the researcher was

testing the effects of sleep deprivation on math
performance.

^

Suppose the researcher wished to add a

covariate to the experiment in an effort to reduce the

overall error term, such as math proficiency.

The

reseatcher 'Could sel^qt sub

their level of.

proficiency in math, hypothesizing that there is a high
:correlation between the covariate (math proficiency) and /

the. depehdeht; variable (math performance), and that such a
correlation will help account for and remove some of the ,1

error;from):, theltreatment :effect (amount,of sleep)

.

Although both ANOVA and ANCCVA have been discussed,

only i^GOVA and:, the', specific factbrs that.can effect power
in ;ANC0VA wi11 Vbe;;examihe.d;

)■

Factors that .Effect Power :
Effect Size and Power

. AMCQVA can determine if there was a statistically
significant treatment effect as well as indicate a ;/
magnitude of that effect.

However, of the total variance

that can is associated with the dependent variable, how

much .of that variance can be explained by the independent :
variable?

In order to answer this new question and

facilitate the power of the experiment, the researcher can
calculate what is called an effect size.

An effect size is

a treatment magnitude index that refers to the proportion

of variation "explained" or "accounted for" by the
treatment manipulation in an experiment (Keppel, p.65).

h measure of treatment effect that is popular is eta

squared (r)^) .

Eta squared offers an estimate of the

strength of association by utilizing only two values, the
sum of squares for the treatment effect and the sum of

squares for the total effect.

Symbolically, eta squared

IS:

2

X]-' = SSeffect

Equation 9

SStotal

where SSeffect = the sum of squares for the treatment
effect.and

SStotai = the sum of squares for the total
variance.

While eta squared is usually used to measure the
strength of association between the dependent variable and
the independent variable, it can be modified to measure the

strength of an interaction between the independent variable
and the covariate, a combination that is the basis of the

homogeneity of regression assumption.

Modification of the

eta squared formula to the following formula allows for
this m.easurement:

t

=

SSivxcov

Equation 10

SStotal

15

where SSivxcov = the sum of squares for the covariate.
Eta squared was chosen as the measure of the

independent variable-covariate relationship because ANCOVA
relies on the independence of the covariate to form the

experimental treatments (Keppel, 1991).

Since eta squared

measures treatment effect, it can be easily applied to test

the:homogeneity of regression assumption.

With a modified

eta squared, if a large effect is detected, it can be
concluded that the assumption has been violated and the

results achieved from the design should.be regarded with
some caution.

Sample Size

Sample size is also an important factor to be

considered because of its profound effect on both the
outcome of ANCQVA and power.

It is well known that the

power of an experiment has a positive relationship with its

sample size (Keppel, 1991).

Maxwell, Delaney and Dill

(1984) acknowledged the warning that insufficient sample
size will lead to a decrease in power.
Part of the calculations for ANCOVA require' the
knowledge of the .number of, participants used within each
treatment group and within the entire experiment. . This;

necessity of sample size is seen in the degrees of freedom
^ 16

■■ ■

: for error, variarice;';^^;^W^^

is used, there is a loss; ^

of 1 degree of freedom to the error term "due to the

estimation ,of the . population slope in the calculation of . .
the^ adjustediWithin-groups: sum Of 'squares'' (Keppel, :p
312). . The loss of 1 degree of ..freedom.would not he , noticed

iu a study using-a. largeisample size (n >: lOOi. hut in a- ■ :

study using a much .smaiier.'sample, (n .-^2

loss could

mean the.difference hetween a tested hypothesis heing
retained or Uejected.

' •

There is a word of caution when trying to utilize
sample size to increase power.

Power in AMCOVA does not

rely solely on sample size hut uses several factors. \

Rogers and Hopkins (1988a & h) give six (6) ways, including
increased sample size, as a means of increasing power.
There is a point that results obtained from an inflated

analysis will lose their meaning.

If a researcher decides,

for example, to test her hypothesis using an extremely ,

large sample (e.g. n = 10,DO0), she may find something
small.

Unless the researcher is looking for a precise

point estimate (in which a very large sample size or a
small effect size is appropriate), her results may he
trivial.

Further, an extremely large sample can inflate

17

the effect df the independent varihb^

such- that^ a

statistically sighifleant -result is found that
otherwise be trivial.

. Siqnificance Level t ^

- ',' '

Another ■ factor that can affect the power of an ;
experiment is its significance level. , The significance
level, a, is the level set prior to the experiment in which
the researcher determines the dividing line between

retaining the null hypothesis or rejecting it (Keppel,
1991).

The convention within psychological research is to

set a = .05, since it represents the idea that a researcher

is willing to reject)a true nul1 hypothesis 5 times out of
100.

Significance level effects power such that if the

alpha level is too stringent (a = .01 instead of a = .05),

both the possibility of detecting a difference with the

model is lessened and the probability of making a Type II

error,is increased.

These,two items,: direct consequences ;

of significance level, can lower the power of the i
. experiment.

id

With lack of power, whatever results are

achieved can become less reliable and perhaps even ■
detrimental to the body,of research that a1ready exists.
Past research indicates that a less stringent alpha level ,

18

will help increase power (Rogers & Hopkins, 1988a; Rogers &
Hopkins, 1988b).

However, what is the ideal alpha level in

order to maximize power?
Measurement Error

Much of. .the. pirior -research ejcamining power has been : .. .
more focused on.the relationship of measurement error and

powers

It has been shown that reducihg measurement error

^increases'■ ■power

V

•■',:■

. .Rog.ers./and Hopkins (1988a) examined the effects of
measurement error and a covariate on estimates of power.
Specifically, they examined how power is affected when the
reliability of the dependent variable and the covariate is
changed.

They listed several formulas and illustrated

their effectiveness by providing an example.

They found . ,

six options available to a researcher for increasing power:
(T) increasing the potency of treatment (effect sizes) ; (2)

relaxing a, (3) employing a directional hypothesis; (4)

:increasing the sample size n; (5) employing a more powerful

statistical model; and (6) increasing the reliability of

;■

measurement of the dependent variable and the covariate

(Rogers & Hopkins, 1988a) .

Rogers and Hopkins also created
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a table that provides quick power estimates for the most
common ANCOVA designs (1988b).
Williams, Zimmerman and Zumbo (1995) also found that

Power is a monotonically increasing function of
reliability (defined as the proportion of
. observed variance that is true score variance),
provided that the change in observed score
variance is due exclusively to change in .error
score variance, whereas the function is

monotonically decreasing when the standard error
Of.measure is invariant^ (p. 367).

To further illustrate, Kopriva and Shaw (1991) found that
the reliability of the measurement instrument can have a

substantial effect on power, especially with small sample
sized were used (n < 100).

Although this relationship is

important and some of the research has been presented,
measurement error and its effects on power will not be

addressed due to the population design of the present ,
Study. ,
Dependent Variable-Covariate Correlations

Yet another factor that influences power in ANCOVA is

the dependent, vafiabie---co.variate correlation, p.
known in statistical' hheo^^^^

It is well

the strength of the

dependent variable-covariate co^^^'^^^^®^ improves the
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amount of variance accounted for by the treatment effect
from the total variance.

Prior research has found that increasing the
correlation would lead to increased power.

Rogers and

Hopkins (1988a) indicated that increasing the accuracy of
measurement of the dependent variable and the covariate

will increase power.

results;t

Kopriva and Shaw (1991) also found

,nptihg that power ih

^ correlation.

with a high
■, 1' 1,. '-a'

^

Many, researchers/have used the guide that.if a

correlation of /r >. 20 is/obtained,
despite; the,: Iqss:/of :degrees of, freedom.,

thd besb otioici"^
However, (Msxwel1:,' ; (

Delahey and Dill, (1,984) argued; that p was largely
irrelevant in choosing a design to increase power.

They

suggested that p should only be considered when deciding if
using a covariate is worth the loss of degrees of freedom.
The issue of correlation size and its relation to

power needs to be more thoroughly addressed.

How high does

a correlation between the dependent variable-covariate have

to be in order for a marked increase is seen in power?

Can

a moderate correlation (r =.50) suffice in the decision to
use ANCOVA or is a high correlation necessary (r=.80)?
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,

Homogeneity of Regression

As mentioned earlier, ANCOVA has five (5) assumptions
that should be met in order to have the maximum output from

the . design

The dsgumption of homogeneity of ^regression is

that,:nil, the: slopes^ within the, cells:are the : samiev ::A ^ '
violation of this assumption indicates that one or more of
the slopes deviates from the rest of the cells.

This

deviation is due to an interaction between an independent
variable and the covariate.

Such an interaction would lead

many researchers to either transform the data or use

another statistical model (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1991) > ; ;^

However, the effect of homogeneity of regression on power
has not been addressed by any of the prior research.
idea needs to be addressed.

This

Specifically, what effect,does

a violation of this assumption have on power? 'Would a mild
violation, where the slopes of a few cells deviate from the

rest, have the same effect on power as a major violation,
where almost all of the slopes are different?

Would there

be any change to power or would power remain unaffected?

:

There is a need to clarify the issues surrounding :

ANCOVA and power.

Specifically, how does the degree of the

:dependent variable—covariate correlation (small: r =.20,

moderate: r =.50 or large: r =.80) effect power?

And how

would a change in the correlation, effect size and

assumption of ANCOVA influence power?
Hypotheses

Thus, it is the intent of this study to examine the
statistical power within the context of ANGOVA,

It is

hypothesized that as the correlation between the dependent
variable and the covariate becomes larger, either in a

positive or negative direction, the power of the design

will increase.

It is also hypothesized that the assumption

of homogeneity of regression does have an effect on power
such that as the heterogeneity between the slopes

increases, the power will decrease.

Finally,, it will again

be shown that as sample size for each cell increases, power
will increase and that less stringent alpha levels will be
associated with greater power.
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METHOD

A population study was used to examine the hypotheses.
Because power is based on a population parameter and not a

sample statistic, analysis using a Monte Carlo study is
unnecessary.

By using a population study, power is

calculated given specific population parameters.
Procedure

ANCOVA Design

In this thesis a one way ANCOVA model with three
levels is employed.

Contrast coding is assumed yielding

two uncorrelated predictors.

conditions is also assumed.

Equal n within treatment

Finally it is assumed that the

covariate is independent of the independent variable (IV)

and that the assumption, of homogeneity of.variance has been
met.

The equations for the ANCOVA models are presented in

Appendix B,.

All effect sizes are determined through calculation of

appropriate eta squared estimates.

Additionally, when

relevant, violations of homogeneity of regression are

incorporated through calculation of effect sizes for the
interaction between the independent variable vectors and
the covariate.
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Calculating the Non-Centrality Parameter

Power is directly;^related; to a specific ■ null^:

hypotliesis.

^

When this .hypothesis is .false; the resulting'

test statistic is distributed as a non-central distribution

. that;is . defined by .a. non-cehtra.lity parameter, and .degrees,
of:freedom.

Larger non-centrality parameters are

associated with higher estimated power.
Models that Assume Homogeneity df Regression

A Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) approach allows .;

direct computation of the estimated population parameter ,
relevant to power calculation: the non-centrality
parameter.

Using an SEM approach, a saturated model.is

estimated (a saturated model,fits the data perfectly
yielding a chi-square and degrees of freedom equal to
zero).

In the conditions that have met the assumption of

homogeneity of regression assumption the saturated model

predicts the dependent variable from the two independent
variable vectors and the covariate.

This saturated model

can be thought of as the model associated with the

alternative hypothesis (Hi).
A second model, the null model (Ho), is also estimated.

In this model we assume that the effect of the independent
variable vectors on the dependent variable is zero.

Therefore, this second model predicts the dependent

variable from only the covariate.

The null model.,Hq is a

subset of the saturated model Hi, e.g.; Ho is nested within

Hi.

Given that these are nested models, a chi-square

difference test can be calculated.

The resulting chi-

square is the , non-centrality ,parameter: (Ullman, 1997).
Power is then calculated based on this parameter.
Models that-Examine the Effects of Violation of Homoqeneity
of Regression

Using an .SEM approach a,saturated model is.estimated.
In the conditions that examine the' effects of violations of

. the assumption, of. homogeneity of regression; in the

saturated model the. dependent variable is predictsd from
the two.independent variable vectors, the two IV x
Covariate interactions vectors and the covariate.

This

saturated model can be thought of as the model associated
with, the alternative hypothesis (Hi).
A second model, the "wrong" null model is also

estimated (Ho-mis) •

In this model we ass.ume that the' effect

of the IV ;X Covariate. vectors .on the dependept variable -is
zero.

Therefore, this second model is a misspecified rnodel

that predicts the dependent variable from only the
covariate.and IV vectors.
.

This misspecified null model,
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■

:•

Ho-mis , is a subset of . the saturated model. Hi, e.g., Ho-mis is
nested within Hi,.

Under:conditions of .violation of homogeneity of
regression, a third model is also estimated..

In this

model. Ho , the DV is predicted from only the covariate.
Therefore, we assume that the effect of the IV vectors on

the DV is zero. Hi is nested within Hi and the chi square
difference test between these models represents the noncentrality parameter for the test of effect of the,IV

vectors on the: DV given violation of the assumption of '
homogeneity of regression.

Power is then calculated based

on this parameter.
Variables

There.were four independent variables and one
dependent variable.
calculated power.

The dependent variable was the

The first independent variable was the

correlation between the dependent variable and the
covariate in the design.

This was divided into 11 levels

- ±1.00, ±0.80, ±0.50, ±0.30, ±0.10, OiOO) in order to

examine the hypothesis that as the dependent variable-

covariate correlation increases, either in a positive
direction or a negative direction, power will increase.
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The second independent variable was the assumption of
homogeneity of regression which was divided into three

levels (assumption was met, assumption with a mild

violation and assumption with a gross violation) in order
to examine the hypothesis that the greater the ' '
heterogeneity between the cells, the less power in the

design.

Values for the three 1eveIs' were determined by

effect sizes for the independent variable-covariate

interaction (rj^).
level was

The first level was rf <.05; the second ;

=.30; the third level was

r\^=.50.

The third independent variable was sample size for
each cell, which was divided into five levels (n = 10, 20,

30, 40, and 50) in order to show that a larger n will
increase power.

'S

'

The fourth independent variable was significance
level, which was divided into two levels (a =.05 and

a =.01 in order to show that the less stringent the alpha
level, the greater the power.
Design

.

The design of interest was a one-way ANCOVA with three

levels. /Treatment effects were set at r|^=.20 and t|^=.10.
Two different sets of effects were used for the matrices
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(See Appendix B) in EQS because the program would not
calculate the non-centrality parameter the same effect size
for both vectors.

,

;

Initial tests of the hypotheses were run with ■

treatment effects set at .ti^=.20 and 11^=.10, respectfully.
However, it was discovered that the power calculations

yielded from these treatment effects would be too high to
demonstrate any differences between the hypotheses.

It was

therefore decided that the set • treatment effects should be

reduced to ti^=.10 and ti^=-OS.
Further, to gain a better picture of the effects on

power, the number of correlations was expanded to include r

= +0.20, ±0.40, ±0.60, ±0.70, and ±0.90

This . changed the

design from an 11x3x5x2 matrix to a 21x3x5x2.

Finally, to

further demonstrate the hypothesized effect of homogeneity
of regression on power, two additional levels of the
independent variable-covariate interaction were added

(ri^=.40 and ti^=.70). Thus the matrix was changed from a
21x3x5x2 to a 21x5x5x2 matrix.

During the power calculations, it was found that the
resulting power estimates were identical for both the

positive and negative;correlations
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Based on this

observation, it was decided that only the positive ;

correlations would be used during the actual power
calculations and the results would be generalized to the
negative correlations.

It was also found that some

combinations of the variables yielded a negative
determinant.

These combinations were included in the data

tables but were excluded in the graphs.
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l, :; RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Appendix C presents the results from the hypotheses
conqerning sample: size, dependent ."variable-covariate

Gorrelations and significance level.

For each figure,

power valiies are labeled on , the , y.-axis and . the' correlations"

(r) are labeled on the x-axis.

Only positiye values for

the correlations are displayed though the power value
results apply to both positive and negative correlations.

The legend contains the lines coded by sample size with the
total sample size in parentheses.

according to sample sizes.

Power values are.graphed

Numeric power values .abO '

displayed immediately below the correlation values.

Sample Size '

■ ■'■ ■ ■

1;^ v"''

The hypothesis that increasing the sample size for

each cell of an ANCOVA design will increase power was
confirmed.

■

In all the figures presented in Appendix C,

power values increased when the sample size was increased.

By examining Figures 1-5, where the alpha level was held at
.01 for all trials, power increased when n increased from

10 per cell to 50 per cell.

this trend.

Figure 1 clearly illustrates

In this figure, the starting points for the . . ;

power values were different based on sample size.

When n

=10, the power was .248924 versus when n =30, the power was

.814331 and a further increase was seen when n =50; power

at this sample size started at .976433.

Figures 2,3,4, and

5, all with the same level of alpha, also show the same
pattern of results.

When alpha level was set at .05:, Figures, 6,7,8,9, and

10 showed the same type of increase occurred.

Figure 6

shows that when n =10, power was low (.473939) at r =0.00
, but, increased, when n,=50 (.995144) for the samer.

These results agree with prior research that

increasing sample size is an effective way to increase
power (Keppel, 1991; Kopriva & Shaw, 1991; Cohen, 1988;

Rogers & Hopkins, 1988a; Rogers & Hopkins, 1988b).

However, there is a limit to how much sample size can be

increased to gain power.

Since power is "the probability

that a significant effect will be found in [a] proposed
study" (Rogers & Hopkins, 1988b), the more power in a
design, the more likely the researcher is to detect a

difference if a true difference exists.

Although Figure:, 1

illustrates how power increases, the amount of that
increase is not as substantial at n =50 than when n =30.

It is shown that both sample sizes increase, however the
potential for power is at its maximum with n =50.
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For

n =30, the increase is much more noticeable and therefore

more reachable.

Absolute power is a hypothetical ideal,

one that is seldom achieved.

Thus, the psychological field

has a general consensus that moderate power (1-p =0.70) is
acceptable though high power (1-P> 0.80) is preferred.
Given this guideline, it is recommended that with all other
factors held constant, sample size for each cell be set at
30.

If all other factors cannot be held constant, a

slightly higher cell sample size of 40 is recommended.

With n =40 per cell, even if other factors reduce power
(such as a low dependent variable-covariate correlation)
the cell sample size will allow for a better statistical

chance of detecting a true difference if one exists.
Significance Level

The hypothesis that using a mpre stringent
significance level will decrease power was also confirmed
by the present study.

Two common alpha levels were

utilized in this study and the results can best be seen in

comparing the power values from Figures 1 and 6.

Figure 1

has power starting at .248924 where Figure 6 has power
starting at .473939.

Although Figure 1, with an alpha

level set at .01, shows the greatest increases of power, it
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does not negate the point: that power is low, lower than the
same power value under the same conditions for a =.05.

The changes in power can also be seen when comparing

Figures 3 and 8.

When the alpha level is set at .05, power

approaches its maximum, value (1.000000) faster over more

sample sizes (three sam.ple sizes for a =.05 versus two

sample sizes for a =.01) than when the alpha level is set
at .01.

As further evidence, when n =50 at a = .05 the

values above .99O0OO are achieve when r =0.00 whereas for

the same conditions at a =.01, values above .990000 are
achieved when r = ±0.40.

The clearest illustration of the influence of

significance level on power can be seen when Figures 5 and
10 are compared.

In Figure 5, power values start at

.253136 but in Figure 10 power values start at .479159.

All calculated power values start higher in Figure 10, with
an alpha level set at .05, than in Figure 5, with alpha

level set at .01.

Both figures show that the power values

increase at the same rate, but that does not negate that
power values for the significance level of .01 are lower
than for the same conditions at .05.
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These .results . agree .w

Hopkins (1988a; / 1 ,,

1988b) ■v^ho cited that,re1axlrig the , alpha . level., f or;. example
f rom . 01 to • .05 / would . inorease power . . The logic behind . '

this •fact lies in the me.ahihg of the alpha level . itself.,

since alpha level is the researcher's guide to the number

of trials that - the huil ..hypothesis would hold; trite versus
the number; of trials th^t .it iypuldrbe \beieCfed, '
stringent alpha level allows more acceptance of the number .

of trials that a, researcher.: is willih^

be wrong. ' Thid; .

acceptance leads to increased power because there is more

flexibility to the experiment even though there is an

increased opportunity for the obtained results to be false; ;
The present research, however, does not imply that
power will not increase with a more stringent alpha level.
Rather, power will increase but the rate of increase is not
as strong at a =.01 as it would be at a =. 05.

This I

relationship can be seen when Figures 1 and 6 are compared. ,
In this observation. Figure 1 has power values that start

low but end high as the correlations approach ±1.00.

Figure

6 also shows the same increase in power values but the

initial value is higher and the approach to absolute power
is quicker than the same conditions with a = /Ol. ^ ^ ; ;
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These differences in power values are consistent
throughout the remaining figures.

Figures 2 and 7, when

compared, have initial power values that start from .253136
and .479159, respectively.

This same difference continues

through the comparisons of Figures 3 and 8, Figure 4 and 9,

and Figures 5 and 10.

Each-of these pairs of figures

contains a lower starting power value for a =.01 than for a
=.05.

Given these patterns of results and prior research, it

is concluded that the alpha level for an ANCOVA design be
set at .05 in order to aid the applied researcher in

reaching the goal of acceptable power, provided that the
increase in Type I error is worth the risk.
Dependent Variable-Covariate Correlations

The hypothesis that increasing the correlation between
the dependent variable and the covariate would increase the

power was confirmed.

All experimental trials utilizing

correlations yielded increasing power values.

Figure 1

illustrates one of the conditions which correlations were

used.

Examination of any line of data from Figure 1

indicates that power increases from a low value (.248924
for n =10, r =0.00) to a high value (.999895 for n =10, r
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=±0.90). . Figure 6 also yielded the same pattern of results.
For n =10, the power value was low (.473939), however as

the correlations increased so does the power.

For both

Figures 1 and 6, power values stop at r = ±0.90; no values
could be obtained for r = ±1.00.

The matrices used for the

chi-square difference tests reached a negative determinant
at r = ±1.00.

A negative determinant states that there is

more covariance than variance in the matrix and the

calculation results in a negative number.

This limit for

negative determinant was reached sooner as the conditions

were changed, e.g., r =±0.70 for r\^ =.30; r =±0.60 for
=.40; r =±0.50 for

=.50 and r =±0.30 for r\^ =.70, but in

each set of conditions the power values continued to

increase.

In Figure 2, the power increases from .933357 at

n =40 to 1.000000 but reaches the limit of power at r =±0.70

for all levels of n.

In Figure 3, power starts low for

every r =0.00 but increases until reaching its limit at r
=±0.60.

For Figures 4 and 5, power still increases but

reaches its limit much sooner (r = ±0.50 and r = ±0.40,
respectively).

All the limits of power values, stop at the

same correlations for Figures 7 through 10.
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The results of the present study agree with prior
research done in the area (e.g. Rogers & Hopkins, 1988a;
Rogers & Hopkins, 1988b).

These researchers suggested that

using one or more covariates that correlate with the

dependent variable would increase power.

Rogers & Hopkins

(1988a & 1988b) also provided basis and agreement with the
results of a later study done by Kopriva & Shaw (1991) and
both studies rebuked Maxwell, Delaney and Dill (1984) who

stated that the dependent variable-covariate correlation (p)
only be used to decide whether or not a covariate was worth

the cost of degrees of freedom.

Thus it is concluded in the present study that to
achieve moderate power a minimum correlation of r =+0.50 be
used when the sample size is small (n = 20 per cell).

With

larger sample sizes (n > 30 per cell), a lower correlation
of r = .20 can be used.

Under conditions where there is a

potential problem (e.g., low sample size or a mild

violation to homogeneity of regression), a higher
correlation of r = ±0.70 is recommended.

Any other

conditions that were used in the present study (e.g.,
severe heterogeneity of regression) that occur in a
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psychological . experiment, it is recommended, that ANCOVA not

be used but some other statistical design be considered.
Homoqeneity of Regression

Appendix D presents the results from the hypothesis
concerning homogeneity of regression.

Power values are

labeled on the y-axis and the dependent variable-covariate

correlations (r) are labeled on the x-axis.

Only positive

values for the correlations are displayed though the power
value results apply to both positive and negative
correlations.

The legend contains the, lines coded by

violation to the homogeneity of, regression assumption
(e.g., EO.05 for

< .05; E0.30 for

= .30).

Power

values are graphed according to their results from the

homogeneity of regresSibn violation.

Numeric power values

are displayed immediately below the correlation values.

The hypothesis that violating the assumption of
homogeneity of regression for ANCOVA would lead to a

decrease in.power was not supported in the present study.

Five levels of the violation td hoinogeneity of regression

were used in the present study - no violation (rj^ < .05),
mild violation (r|^ =.30 and

= .40), moderate violation

(r|^ = .50) and severe violation (ri^ = .70). Figures ll
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through 20 show that as the level of violation increased,
there was no change to the power values. Each level of the
independent variable-covarlate interaction had no effect on

power, no matter what conditions were implemented.

Figures

11 and 16 illustrate that the lines of the graph overlap
and the numeric power values in the tables display only
trivial differences.

Even when the sample sizes were

increased with the increase in the violation, no change was
observed in the power values.

Figures 11, 12, and 13 also

show that the power values stopped at the same points for
the correlations as in Figures 1-3 for the same reason—a

negative determinant was reached in the matrices.

Figure

11 shows how power remained unaffected, starting low for r

= 0.00 (.248924 for rj^ < .05 and .253136 for all other

levels of T]"') and ending high.

This same pattern can be . .

seen for Figures 16,17, and 18, where the alpha level was
set at .05.

As noted under the sections concerning sample size and
significance level, power continues to increase with no

hindrance from any violation to the homogeneity of
regression assumption. ; ^ This can be seen in Figures 15 and
20, where the violation is at its most severe.
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Power

values are still high in Figure 20, starting at .995144 for

T)^:< .05 and .995566 for all pther levels of r]^.

This

pattern of unaffected power values can be seen in Figures
12 and 17, 13 and 18, as well as 14 and 19.

. Jhis . pattern of;results initially seetns • to refute the ^
suggestions made by Tabachnick and Fidell (1991) that

another statistical design should be used when there is a

violation of the homogeneity of regression assumption.
However, ANCOVA is affected by the violation.

This can be

seen within the F ratio when it is converted in terms of

eta-squared.

When changed, the F ratio is as follows:

n^Tv,cov - n^cov / df

Equation 11

The converted F ratio is still explained variance over

unexplained variance, but using eta-squared demonstrates
^ the only effect homogeneity of regression has on ANCOVA.

When there is a violation to the assumption of homogeneity
of regression, there is no place to partition out the '
independent variable-covariate interaction from the

unexplained variance.
has random error.

Ideally, the unexplained variance

With the addition of the independent

variable-covariate interaction, systematic error is added
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to the unexplained, variance.

It is this addition of

systematic error, found to be the only effect homogeneity
of regression has in the present study,.that causes the
interpretation problem of the results.

With an

interaction, there is no indication of what effected, the

dependent variable ifl the experiment.

Was it the

indepehdeht variable■or was it.the covariate?

the greater effect?

.

Which had

.Further, , any results obtained under

these conditions would be difficult, if not impossible, to

generalize because there would be no way to guarantee that

it was the independent variable that effected the dependent
variable. .

This is made clear when an experimental design
utilizing any kind of .pharmaceutical,(,s) is considered.

In

clinical trials,, when the effects of a. drug, are the goal of
the research, an interaction between.the wrong variables
(e.g. between the independent variable and the covariate)

could lead to misinformation that can have potentially
serious consequences.

Thus it is concluded by this research that a violation
of the homogeneity of . regression would exclude,',

a

statistical possibility. . The whole focus of ANCQVA .is,; its

ability to better isolate the relationship between an
42-

'

independent variable, and a dependent variable by using a
covariate to statistically correct for some variance within
the design.

If a violation is suspected, it is recommended

that another statistical model be utilized, one that does

not rely solely on the use of a covariate to achieve more
power.

;

,

Overall Conclusions for the Applied Researcher

Based on the results from the four hypotheses, a
combination can.be made to determine the optimum levels in
order to maximize power.

As can be seen from Figures 6

through 10 and Figures 16 through 20, an alpha level of .05

increases power.

To further increase power, a sample size

of 30 participants in each cell or 90 participants total
should yield enough power from a one-way ANCOVA to be well-

received within the psychological fields.

If 30 per cell

is impractical, a sample size of 20 per cell will be
suffienct, provided there is a dependent variable-covariate
correlation of,at least r = ±0.40.

It is also recommended

that there be no violation of the homogeneity of regression
assumption, not because power will, be effected but to allow
for clearer interpretation and replication of the results.
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All of these recommendations, save the homogeneity of
regression assumption, agree with prior research

(Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996; Rodgers & Hopkins, 1988a,
Rogers & Hopkins, 1988b).

Now that homogeneity of

regression has been added to the research done on ANCOVA, a
new dimension has been opened.

This new avenue allows the

psychological community more opportunity to increase the

power of the ANCOVA design.

With continued advances into

the perfection of statistical, models, psychologists will be
able to increase their understanding of the thoughts,

actions and reasons of the individuals and groups that
comprise the human race.
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APPENDIX A: Design of Experiment
Figure 1
Model of design with sample sizes (n), a = .01, DV-

covariate correlations and IV-covariate interactions (r)'
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Figure 2

Model of design with sample sizes (n), a = .05, DV-

covariate correlations and IV-covariate interactions (r]^
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APPENDIX B: Sample EQS Input Files

Figure 1

Sample program file for testing no violation of homogeneity
of regression
/TITLE

ANCOVA no violation of H of regression
/SPECIFICATIONS
VARIABLES=

4; CASES= 90

METHOD=iyiL

/LABELS
V1=IV1; V2=IV2; V3=COV; V4=dv

/EQUATIONS,

!Run 2"-'^ with just DV-v4 and C0V-v3;
V4 = *V3 ;+

E4

!1®^ run the below equation with IV and Cpv
!v4

=

*vl

+

*v2

+

*v3

+

e4

/variances
e4 ,= *
vl, v2, v3 =

/Matrix

i

1.00

: 0.

0

1.PO

0

:0

.316

/end

*; ,
, 0 :

0

,

,1.00

.22

'

.90

.316

.22

.90„
1.00

,
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-should be zero

Sample program file for testing violatiori ofit
/homogeneity of; regressioh 'assumptioh ; ///; ;/

/TITLE

^V';.//-/:

// /

"

ANCOVA violation of H of regression r square = .30

/SPECIFICATIONS

; /

\ VARIABLES. = 6,; /CASES=- . 150
. METHODS=ML '
'

/;. , ' ■

'V1=IV1;; V2=;ly2f V3-COV ;' . V4=dv7 V5=IV1_C0V;: y6=IV2_CGy;
yEQUATION'S :;

!Rhh 3^'^ 'With just Dv-v4 and. Covrvl
V4:;/=. *y3.,.+/E4

i/ • .

12'^^ rtin :the/feeldw equation with IV..and Cdv/ / /: /
. /!v4 ,=','*vI/+-^V*v2; +'i*y3:'+: ^.64; ,

ll®*^ run with.the/.below.e^
:!v$ =.:*yiv ^V2/ +,*V3/+/^VS /y *V6 y ■ e47' '/
;.q4■
;■ ,
-/.i/-''""'
■■yl, v2> v3 • =■ *-;.■/■■■ ■ "■ ■/• ' ■ './/■'/ly'
.'-■ ■ ■'/'/■.'i'
'v5 vO; .=
/.
. .■ . • - /
/'v///;;- ./;/
//..■<■/
■/MatriXv.. ^ ^
/■././ ■ ' '

;/iyv/;

.1.001;/.././y,/ /:.. /i/',/0;/^^7 .'/:/y-'''; -3IS,';;,Jy;
o
;,o/'
;oo.'-i ;./.- '/..^o" ■
■ .■224:/,/,i^^. . :oi';./,/- : ,:/, .i;./ o ■
0
: . , ^;-/;'0//;: .././ ' ';i/oo:// i/"10.0/// ■ • : 0 ■
'./ y .0
■ , .;:3l6''. ■/ /■' '\l224:/'://."/: ■ /
. / : .;iy0.o' ■'//: ■ . • „.:44
//.■ ;:.;3'2' /

;p

// /: /O/i

;0.';// ■ y-/;'l';0/y-

" 1.0''/;

■/^.44;/.;;"■ /i X/Oo'

;/" ■//h/ 'l//'//^

32 ';■/: ■ ,//i/-;'^0' / - 'l.-.. ' ';- 'V' 'I'-hO';

/end
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APPENDIX C: Power Results by Sample Size,

Significance Level and Correlations.
Figure 1
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and

sample sizes for d = .01 and IV-Covariate interaction

(ri') < .05.
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DV-Covariate Correlations
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Figure 2
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and
sample sizes for a = .01 and IV-Covariate interaction

(ri^) . = .30.
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Figure 3
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and

sample sizes for a = .01 and IV-Covariate interaction

(ri^) = .40.
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Figure 4
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and

sample sizes for a = .01 and IV-Covariate interaction

(ri^) = .50.
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Figure 5
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and

sample sizes for a = .01 and IV-Covariate interaction

(11^) = .70.
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Figure 6
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and

sample sizes for a = .05 and IV-Covariate interaction

(ri^) < .05.
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Figure 7
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and

sample sizes for a = .05 and IV-Covariate interaction

(ri^) = .30.
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Figure 8
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and

sample sizes for a = .05 and IV-Covariate interaction

(ri^) = .40.
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Figure 9
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and

sample sizes for a = .05 and IV-Covariate interaction

(ri^) = .50.
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Figure 10
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and

sample sizes for a = .05 and IV-Covariate interaction

(ri') = .70.
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APPENDIX D: Power. Results for Homogeneity of Regression
Figure 11
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and IV-

covariate interactions (ri^) for a = .01 and n = 30.
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Figure 12
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and IV-

covariate interactions (rj^) for a = .01 and n = 60.
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Figure 13
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and IV-

covariate interactions (rj^) for a = .01 and n = 90.
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Figure 14
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and IV-

covariate interactions (rj^) for a = .01 and n = 120.
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Figure 15
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and IV-

covariate interactions (rj^) for a = .01 and n = 150.
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Figure 16
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and IV-

covariate interactions (rj^) for a = .05 and n = 30.
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Figure 17
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and IV-

covariate interactions (rj^) for a = .05 and n = 60.
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Figure 18
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and IV-

covariate interactions ("q^) for a = .05 and n = 90.
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Figure 19
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and IV-

covariate interactions (r|^) for a = .05 and n = 120.
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Figure 20
Power values across DV-Covariate correlations (r) and IV-

covariate interactions (rj^) for a = .05 and n = 150.
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